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Dear Felow Patric,
The past year has shaken America to ts core. Between the virus, he civil unrest in
our cities, and the clifhanger election, fs been a year that has tested the faith of even the
strongest conservatives and patriots

In these truly historic times, Turning Point USA has been at the forefront of a movement unlike.
any other. In all 50 states, we see Americans coming together o reclaim this country—and
togetherour voice is too loud to ignore. Even In an age of cancel culture and fake news, no one
can silence our voice,

As we look ahead, the next few years vil be an all-out war between the bold ruts that have
defined our county since 1776 and the empire of lies that our media, our tech companies,
and the Left-wing establishment actively seek to buid in ts place.

TPUSA's sense of urgency is driven by the critical need for conservatives to WIN THE
AMERICAN CULTURE WAR!

In 2021, TPUSA will mount the country’s most forceful and systematic effort to win the
American Culture War and to inspire our kids love America again. We will accomplish
this through our National Field Program, TPUSA Events, Special Projects, TPUSA Media,
TPUSA Productions, TurningPointFaith, and TurningPoint Academy.

1 invite you to rea more about these efforts and our accomplishments in the following pages of
our 2021 Investor Prospectus and see what your generous support has helped TPUSA achieve.

| We are so grateful for your generosity and for the strong bonds we share as fellow patriots
in'these troubled times.

We will not stop our work until young people love America again
anc unti we prevail in the American Culture Wart

Sincerely

| Charlie Kirk

ET
AMERICA’S CULTURE WAR ~
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America
has been a land of brave patriots, bold
pioneers, and fearless innovators who
have settled a continentandbulthe
greatest cwilizaton the world hes ever
known

Ehe
| New fork

Schools in this country have "
become intolerant and ninlstc Times
dens of anti-American hate as Leftist >”

professors slander our country with <a
impunity and radical mobs shut down " ;
conservative speech entirely through DiPROPUBLICA be
“cancel culture; “bias response teams J
andother totalitarian means, (97 hl

THUFFPOSTI ara
Inrecentyears, the localized tumor of 8 of
campus extremism has metastasized and 4
spread to the broader culure, threatening »
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The Institutional dominanceoftheLeft ROCKEFELLER

meeenSTIn NY, Wh FOUNDATION
TPUSArelentlessly works to change 2
he naratveoncampus and online to O oemocracy aLtiance
counteracta radical Left that increasingly “W, en
controls the commanding heighsof A) ro
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Working overthecourseof decades
with virtually Imitless funding rom

BLACK > Secular elitists such as billionaires
George Soros and Tom Steyer, the

ME DO otras mounted 2 sosanea Jong
MATTER “oveor:eze QO march through the institutions’ of

HUMAN
RIGHTS
CAMPAIGN,

or ACLU &

SW A
£4 ® Planned
pL Parenthood .Coord Against tis backsrop, t can seem

; America back fiom the brink and
- restore her founding principles and

I coonmsoner
5 + FAITH \ defend thefundamental decency

World Council ofour country and remind new
of churches ACTION generations why America is a country
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The radical Left may be a powerful With your financial support and TPUSAs
force,but they are no match guidance, they represent the largest

| for Turning Point USA and our youth movement nthe nation dedicated
Turning Point Generation of rising to defending and advancing America’s

conservatives! founding principles—and we activate
them every single cay o igh or theThe untold secret ofthe Lefts that their er

ideas aro evi at ther ore, and no amount
of funding rom Left illonaires or A TPUSA. we belle that America ls
Satisuis io Piogiesshied a Sikcon a country worth saving, and for that
Veliey can ave change that reason, our goal is nothing less than to

win the American Culture War and to
Regardless of how powerful Antifa, inspire our kids to love America again.BLM, and other Left-wing movements
may appear, ther ideas are uncamentally Our fst step towards victory isto
destructive, regressive, and retrbutonist ee
The Ania flag may fly n Lafayette Square, vereton on sore res torr
out til never fy onthe Moon or over enehing and enmrenton ato
our nation's Capitol Buicing! fr

the Leftst lite—and then leverageThe Lefts path s a path of destruction, a iovr 0e
turning back ofthe clock 500 years 0 a near
past thats deficient of Western influence.

Turning Point USA path i 8 path of
conservatism, imovation, dynamism,
and forwarcHlooking optimism—a path
that seeks o hamess immutable,
timeless truths to reach new heights
a5 3 civilzation. Thats why Turning Point
USA is certain that conservatism will

prevail in the ong un

Moreover, we'realreadyseeing an

| entire generation ofyoung peaple who
reject the Left and its destructive ideas.

I call them the Turning Point Generation.
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TPUSA is fighting and winning the
American Culture War through our seven core programs.
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OUTREACH ‘The Special Projects team exposes college.
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: TB /Identify, educate, train, and organize Cy 2 :

students to promote the principles one TF
of freedom, free markets, and limited ] 717
government. SA HEIN AL

i a‘ 7

Ru 4An America where every young person :
is enlightened to conservative, free fi
market values through nonpartisan y
debate, dialogue, and discussion.
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Limited government, fiscal os TAN: CO)
responsibility, and free markets. 7

Eig - |

He

The United States of America is the &
greatest countryinthe history of "[¢ y
the world.

| IThe United States Constitution -
{_ is the most exceptional political

document ever written. 4

Capitalism is the most moral and v i
| {_ proven economic system ever

discovered. 8 \| ¢ =
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! It's no secret conservative studentsare routinelyattacked

ough college racuatn.

R

Toning Pot USA chapter network
resercaonover2500campuses
fotlonwide In November 2020. we

Tne Notional Fed Program is he "boots onthe ground efor. reached out Goal of
hati he heart of Tung Pint USh-_empovierng students wih
ine tol thoy need 0 pci thet conservative views, acance
ine causes they care abo, and vi he American Cre Wor

Ree accents no 2021, TPUSAs
Tough our campus chapter program, Chapter Leadership focused an atining cu nov, ambiious
Sumi campus tours, and Comps Freedom Allance, NFP goat of charting

students every year in thoughtful dialogue on conservative idess. J#

20%
CAMPUS I n a IN

CHAPTER GROWTH - ——

‘TPUSA has the largest

conservative chapter
network in America!

| CHARTED CHAPTERS| erm son
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Each year, TPUSA brings together ce i
* afewhundredofthe nation’s top

student activists to network with The first ofits kind, TPUSA's
‘one another, explore activism ideas, Campus Freedom Alliance is our
and receive training on howtobe a network of like-minded, on-campus
successful TPUSA chapter leader. activist groups committedtopromoting
Leaders are trained by TPUSA's conservative values. Together, TPUSAtea ind IN an ahanca routs gonzo masse
and Chore kik In August 2020, emsbingderespeskersto campus,
TPUSA welcomed over 180 of TPUSHs promoting free-market and pro-American
top activists to the Wiliam S. Knight values and issues. These groups include
Chapter Leadership Summit. College Republicans and Students for

Lifeson many overs In 2020, USA
* ose, partnered with814like-minded

« CAMPUS TOURS groups nationwide.

eee py S21 -,i oe, mEmoM
Launched in 2018, our hugely 3 AeTSMIISpopular campus tours are 3 oi
designed to engage students in . ey - @.
meaningful conversations about *.. RES oifree market, ros speech, &American excoptionatom. and ——
the Constitution. Each event is. empower our armySteamedfo millon oven Ive, then FARAachied on social medato alow ore

" TPUSA to continue to engage millions sends Activism Kits to our campus
more people for years to come. chapters. The most robust program
Following campus tours in 2018 and of its kind, each Activism Kit includes
2019, the TPUSA campus tours between 900 and 2,800 pieces of
resumed with the. materials, such as stickers, literature,GenFree Tour [No buttons, T-shits, signs, and more. In
in Spring 2021. & A 9 2020, we shipped2,997Kits, putting

4 © over 3.1 million
NS n pieces of TPUSA and conservativeGn) NY fiend
Na Su pls millionsofstudents.
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| Turning Point USA's th nator's Through our Youn Wormers Leadership
premier ond most respected brand in Sur. Toon Suet Acton Sum.
vents and conferences or Yount YoungLatinoLeaders Summ Young
Conservative sti JoshLeacersnp Summ and he Block

comminites an howto engage wih tel
gh bac againche Lofts doctinaton,nich rons deep

Each year Tuming Point USA hosts 3015 lone TPUSA Notions) Event and
Conferances tanec over 10000 acts

rien constant tact from actoss the country Falowing a TAUSA

forgotten by the conservative movement a
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) Through our innovative marketing strategies
and dynamic content, Tring Point USA's
Mecia team engages milionsof people every
daywith compelling, fun, and normative

. messaging on conservative principles, whileALTRUSA, we understand that in order Be
i tospreadou County's values more arm Ahan se

effectively, we must engage young > aries, ane
people where they spend hei
time: watching TV, scroling socia
media, and reading online articles
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) LAUNCHED IN SEPTEMBER 2020
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Conservative personalities, voices, and opinions have too often been limited to| spreading messages tailored to fit a traditional media mold. These voices should notgounheard-they should be amplified. This isexactlywhy in September of 2020, we
EEE

| This all-new, one-of-a-kind media hub provides thie country's free-thinking leaders| with a platform where they can express their written, recorded, and unfiftered| opinions on today's issues directly to real, grassroots Americans—a necessity in
i winning America’s Culture War when big tech is bent on censoring conservative| opinions. The TPUSA LIVE platform gives users an opportunity to join theconversation through commenting, subscribing to media threads, or creating theirJ TINTPRAAA hy

rE —

ar © 1500000 @ 1200000 @ 1700000 po

bo
iy YR Total Online Total UserA We Impressions Engagements

J Social Media 2020 TPUSA
\ Appearances

Charlie Kirk'si 4 iter i Brand) Juinselothe Ambassadors
engaged

‘account inthe world!
Full-time

I contributors
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| TPUSA PRODUCTIONS{UPR rin IND

|!
A

me ai and Rea Dunn Freedom

USA's Productions team has launched a digitel b fe
assault against Leftist propaganda. Weare CH :
finding innovative ways to bring pro-reedom Hosted by Graham Allen, Real America leads

people nationwide, dismantling the dangerous and a no-nonsense approachto news—a

harratives perpetuated on college campuses. refreshing change from the fake news

and providing ammunition for our activists to Americans ae used 1.

a neck
TPUSAS

g aa

have created a space in the - y/ Ne

| earn for consenanes 0 (TN
share and spread the truth. ales

| >

ze \\ Brown stars as the host of ">
55 J\ 2 neworiginal dally show. | i

| J) Freedom Seeds. In just 4 S y
one minute, Isabel & B WE

| ad provides facts and v | POP
| truth about the news n I

y » ah SOU NHS io ex Cia todaly0S

otpas nosis orien eve Seoming 0 no word
\ gives students the daily, this show's “pop culture without the

! Lomi I each newaudiences who are sheltered
2 ioin Arica ee oeaanistue iow by Holywood and



ORIGINAL SrA
SERIES

! Socialism Showcasing entrepreneurs who are ving
SUCKS examples of why capitalismis a force for

G00, the OnlyinAmerica series shares
Te compeliing stories that illustrate how one
Our award-winning Socialism Sucks dea and one person can change
series sheds light on the horrific realities communities and the lives of millons.
of socialism i practice around the world
This increcibly popular serieshasearned x

Uncovered" and “The Deadliest Virus in the:
oresCommune 060s song viel end The 180 Series aims to convince viewers of

a conservative truth or principle in ust 180
seconds, or three minutes. Each video

FREEDOM n the series is presented by a subject
matter expert and includes facts
logic, statistics, and a te bit
of humor to sell an dea
to our audience.

reporting the facts on the Culture War 3

aging across America. Episodes 3
feature cultural conversations and Ey

debates, played out on the 4

ects of America | 2 ox
in realtime. “

od

Video views Original videos2,030,700,000 Video view 516 ne ee e20

1,646,700,000 Video views Award-Winning
” hide in 2020 3 TPUSA Original

| Productions

|
| Ic PRODUCTIONSiC pulAATEC
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Campuses have become battlegrounds (
for the future of our nation—and TPUSAsummonses rgmnomne tones WATCHLIST
defending free speech and American values. Hosted at ProfessorWatchlistorg, ths
To aid them in their fight agains the radical initiative empowers students, parents,
Left takeover of America’s Institutes of higher and university leadership with accessible
education, TPUSA has launched its Special formation about college professors who
Projects program, use their classroom and position of influence

to promote anti-conservative bias, teach
‘Comprised of three distinct projects— anti-American propaganda, or violate free
Professor Watchlist, China on Campus, speech protections.
«and DivestU—our Special Projects team
has one singular goal: To create a fair TPUSA works with student activists
«and balanced marketplace of ideas in from across the country to expose biased

the classroom and combat anti-American professors through firsthand accounts (e.g.

propaganda on high school and college Students fiming classroom interactions or
campuses nationwide. photos of assignments) and secondary

sources (e.g., online news articles).

Professor Watchlist has exposed over
2 300 professors from over 190 universities

| across the country, with all validated

evidence and professor biographies
available at ProfessorWatchlist.org.

TPUSA will continue to fight for free speech

~ they believe. However students, parents,
yd and alumni deserve to know the specific

aly | incidents and names of professors that
| 4 —-—— & advancearadical agenda at our nation's
£7 5 C % institutes of higher learning.
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‘administrations with anti-freedom and propaganda, and spy on Americans.

supportersto these schools, and then present TPUSA has identified 450 university

these philanthropists with compelling evidence board members, advisors, administrators,

that receives funding from the Chinese
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instteions, poisoningour youthwith anti- generations of young people to love America,
American ideas. In our taxpayer-funded public urning Point USA is excited to announce ou
Schools, young people are taught that America newest nfiatve, launching Fall 2021
s fundamentally evi, that government s always
the answer, tha tne ree-enterprise system is
immoral, and that American culture is rotien a Turning Point Academy wil
freee first-class, America-first curricula

that educators can confidently use in their
classroom

educatorsto join the Tuning Point
Academy Network

teachers on how to bring free-market
lessons into thei classroom

students, educators, parents,
and communes with America’s founding
principles

TURNING
2 POINT
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| ome ovonarsamamors

me assroom, Turing Pom

| ASTI events hacelebrate Amarican greaness and
RA J inspire ten of millions of citizenstolove America

fi ®,
5 TP Turning Point Academy will produceand
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|
While TPUSA continues the fight on campus To continue winning the American Culture War
{or freedom, free enterprise, ond Imited and 1 breathe renewed cic engagement mo
government, a ow batt looms that requires our churches, Turing Point Fait il

ul immediateaction.

religous leaders fiom across the nation tojon
tne Eien Network

congregations through our new chapter
based modal for churches

Americans fat na Higher Being and moralee Incviduol members with tools and knowledge
collapse of our nation and our culture, America they need 1 defend the Coneiutond! ighe

oer 1 ath and America’s fal inet hove boon ordained by God
defend thelr heodom

tne Turing Point Faith national network o help
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Starting in 2021, Turning Point Faith will Together—withyour support—we can
address America’s crumbling religious launch Turning Point Faith and ring in
foundation by engaging THOUSANDS of a new era of stronger believers, better
pastors nationwide, educating MILLIONS citizens, and committed conservatives.

i of faithful about the intersection of faith
and freedom, and providing THOUSANDS
of churches fiom coast to coast with the
resources they needto activate thei —
congregationsto fight for free people, Ny
free markets, free speech, and limitec =
government, 2
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F yy WANT TO
CONGRATULATETURNING
POINT, BECAUSE YOURE
CREATINGACHANGE
THAT WILL AFFECT
US FOR DECADES

- MAYOR
PY ne RUDYCHAPTER ALTER MY iT TPUSA

EVENT IN 2018. THROUGHTPUSA, GUILIANI
VE LEARLED TO COMEALEADER WHO CaN MOBILESSTUDENTS. WARRIOR THAT
GIVES AVOIE 0STUGENTS

AND AN ADVOCATE THAT FIGHTS BY
| FOR FREEDOM. ZRTI

- KENDALL R. 99)PTLIVE
STUDENT J ummcronTusa  \\UNIVERSITY GF NEVADATo PLETT
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IRUSAIFADERSHIR

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

LEON| Pp» v 1
l Crenien’ Tose sebveary Moret hroad i
! HONORARY BOARD

Ce a
7 4

| Tr leh Or.Sebastian Gorka EricBolling ‘Sara Carter

. 90480
| | Judge Senator Congresswoman MikeLindell

I Keng JmBeMint Michele Bochmamn

OPERATING BUDGET

NATIONAL FIELD TPUSA STUDENT TURNING POINT TPUSA
PROGRAM EVENTS FAITH MEDIA

| TOSACTIONS ADVANCEMENT MANAGEMENT TURNINGPOINT
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STAFF LEADERSHIP

CHARLIE KIRK
27 rounders ceo
7p clemsicon

. JUSTIN OLSON TYLER BOWYER
Chet Fnancilftce Chit Operations Ofer| SemnaTeoe com Pp Teotrocon

JUSTIN STREIFF BENNY JOHNSON
Chet Advancement offer Chit Create OfferoP Seismic SemmaTRUSA com

NATIONAL FIELD PROGRAM TPUSA PRODUCTIONS
¢ avn samues 9 marcus Forenos

BH emma Steger
WP imyateUsacon MarcusaTPUSA.com

0 ANDREWSYPHER 3 JOESTONEEnterprise racer Seatege Dicerfrost Soe SmadTiRA com

a Seatac Decor DISTRIBUTION
HorgmaTrushcom

J
TPUSA EVENTS & CypachecoBTPUSACo

Lauren ToNcicH
Mmarecorprey ADVANCEMENT

stacy suemoan
ALEX HEYBEY ‘Senior Director
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